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Internal-noise-enhanced signal transduction in neuronal systems
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The ability of a neuron to detect and enhance a weak periodic flow of information within an ‘‘internal-
noise’’ background has been studied through the mechanism of stochastic resonance. Two kinds of nonlinear
synaptic input, a coherent firing of spikes from a number of coupled neurons and an irregular firing of spikes
from a single neuron, are considered as the internal noise for a neuron. The output signal-to-noise ratio~SNR!
is found to be finite. This nonzero SNR is able to account for the relevant experiments where the SNR is
nonzero when the external noise is switched to zero.@S1063-651X~97!12705-2#

PACS number~s!: 87.10.1e, 05.40.1j
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, there has been considerable interest in the s
ies of stochastic resonance~SR! by which a small periodic
signal forcing nonlinear system can be amplified by the
dition of a stochastic force, or external noise, to the sig
@1,2#. SR can optimize the output signal-to-noise ra
~SNR!; the SNR first increases to a maximum and then
creases as the intensity of external noise increases@3,4#. So
far, SR has been demonstrated in a variety of physical
periments ranging from ring lasers, various solid state
vices including superconducting quantum interference
vices, to noise-driven chaotic attractors. Among ma
applications, it has been shown that neurons can detect
transmit a weak information signal in a sensory neural s
tem via the SR since the neurons have a typical bistate
ture, a firing or nonfiring state. Some experiments on
neural systems have been reported to show such nonli
phenomena@5#. The earliest experiment was done by Do
glasset al. @5#. They used near-field mechanoreceptors,
cated on the crayfish tailfan, in which small motions of c
ticular hairs are transduced by their associated sen
neurons into spikes that propagate along the sensory ne
Their experiment shows very clearly that weak signals
be enhanced by an optimal level of external noise in sin
sensory neurons. However, in this experiment and the ot
a nonzero SNR is found when the external noise is switc
to zero @5#. This is believed to be due to the existence
internal noise in the neuronal systems.

Theoretically, there have been some studies on SR
neural systems from models like the integrate-and-fire mo
by Bulsaraet al. @6#, and Fitzhugh-Nagumo equations b
Wiesenfeldet al. @3# and Collinset al. @4,7#. In all of these
models, the controlling variable for characterizing the SR
external noise. Although in some cases the coupling betw
neurons within the system was also considered, the im
tance and effect of the internal noise, especially the noise
synaptic input from neurons, have not been elucidated
detail. From neurobiology, we know neuronal activity
noisy, irregular, or aperiodic@8#, which results from either
the nonlinear dynamical behavior of the neuron itself@9,10#
or the external input from the ambient noise and the inter
input from other neurons within the system. There are
551063-651X/97/55~6!/7379~6!/$10.00
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merous internal sources of noise, some of which could
listed as follows@8,9#: ~1! effects of the activities of adjacen
neurons;~2! external input variability;~3! fluctuations of
postsynaptic uptake efficiency;~4! fluctuations of dendritic
or soma membrane parameters;~5! fluctuations in the thresh
old constants for neuron firing;~6! variations in the number
of transmitter molecules at acceptor sites, etc. Among th
except the external input, the most important one might
the first item in the list, i.e., the synaptic input~or synaptic
current! from other neurons via excitatory or inhibitory in
teraction. Generally, a total synaptic current on a neuron p
duced by both kinds of interactions is aperiodic and noi
like. We call this synaptic current the internal noise. Thus,
this consideration we propose the following question, wh
is addressed in this work. The question is whether the neu
can have the ability to detect a weak information sign
through the mechanism of SR when a neuron is situate
both a signal input and an ‘‘internal noise,’’ the aperiod
firing background. If this is true, the neurons will need
addition of external noise to detect an information signal
some cases, and the aperiodic background will play the
of external noise, as in the cases that have been well stu
@1–5#.

In this work, we show that a neuron can detect a we
information flow, a periodic input, within an ‘‘interna
noise’’ background of either aperiodic firing of a single ne
ron or coherent firing of a coupled neuronal network. Th
‘‘internal noise’’ assists the occurrence of SR, and enable
to recover the experimental results of the nonzero SNR in
absence of the external noise@5#. The outline of this paper is
as follows. In Sec. II we describe the model of a neur
detecting a weak periodic signal within an internal no
background. In Sec. III, we present and discuss the result
Sec. IV a conclusion is given.

II. MODEL

We consider that a working neuron (W neuron! obtains a
weak periodic input, the information input, and a synap
input from other neurons, the background neurons (B neu-
rons!. We take all neurons as the well-established modifi
Fitzhugh’s neuron model, the Hindmarsh-Rose neuron mo
@11#. The system is constructed by the following equation
7379 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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dXW
dt

5YW2aXW
3 1bXW

2 2ZW1I s1
1

N(
i51

N

JiBSiB~ t !, ~1!

dYW
dt

5c2dXW
2 2YW , ~2!

dZW
dt

5r @s~XW2X0!2ZW#, ~3!

dXiB
dt

5YiB2aXiB
3 1bXiB

2 2ZiB1I i
e1

1

N (
j51,jÞ i

N

Ji j Sj~ t !,

~4!

dYiB
dt

5c2dXiB
2 2YiB , ~5!

dZiB
dt

5r @s~XiB2X0!2ZiB#, ~6!

where all parameters are held constant ata51.0,
b53.0, c51.0, d55.0, s54.0, r50.006, and X05
21.6. Each neuron is characterized by three time-depen
variables: the membrane potentialX, the recovery variable
Y, and a slow adaptation currentZ. The external information
input for theW neuron is a subthreshold periodic sign
I s5A1sin2pft in Eq. ~1!. TheW neuron also receives a
‘‘internal noise’’ synaptic inputJiBSiB(t) from the i th B
neuron when the i th B neuron is active, i.e.
SiB(t)5u„XiB(t)2X* … with X* being a threshold value o
membrane potential andu(x)51 if x>0 and u(x)50 if
x,0. The coupling strength between theW neuron and the
i th B neuron isJiB , which is a constant or distributed de
pending on the model described below. TheB neurons are
assumed to be coupled themselves by an interac
Ji j Sj (t), i.e., when thej th B neuron is fired, it will have a
synaptic interaction on thei th B neuron through a coupling
strengthJi j . These background neurons are situated in
stimulus-induced oscillatory state; i.e.,I i

e is a constant. The
dynamics of the system is controlled by the coupling stren
JiB and the stimulusI i

e . The simulations are done by using
modified fourth-order Runge-Kutta method, and the tim
scale is based on the neurobiological results@12#.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Single neuron background

First, we consider a system with only oneB neuron, and
we take the external stimulusI e53.0 with which theB neu-
ron has a chaotic output@13#. The firing of spikes of theW
neuron has been converted into a time series of stan
pulsesV(t) with V151.0 within a wideDt52 ms and
V050 related to the firing and nonfiring state, respective
This time series is then transferred into a power spect
through the fast Fourier transform. The final result is o
tained by taking an average over 38 spectra within a t
duration of approximately 1.3 min. Figure 1 shows one
ample of the stochastic resonance of theW neuron. The spec
trum of output of theB neuron@see Fig. 1~a!#, used as input
for theW neuron, is not periodic, but has a main peak arou
nt
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40 Hz that related to the deterministic nonlinear firing
spikes @14#. In the absence of the information signal, th
internal deterministic noise only produces a broadband n
output for theW neuron@see Fig. 1~b!#. Nevertheless, if the
information signal is added, it is amplified by theW neuron
through the mechanism of stochastic resonance as show
Fig. 1~c!, while with the signal alone there is no output fro
theW neuron since the threshold amplitude of the signa
A150.44. In Fig. 1~c!, there is obviously a peak at the sign
frequencyf536 Hz and its harmonics. That is, there are a
peaks at the even harmonics. This is in agreement with
the experimental results@5# because the firing and nonfirin
of the neuron are not symmetric as in the case studied
Zhou and Moss@15#. Clearly, the nonsymmetry of the firing
and nonfiring states can be understood from nonsymme
residence times’ density functionsPf(t) andPnf(t) related
to the firing and nonfiring, respectively. The neuron spen
more time in the nonfiring state. On the contrary, these t
functions are symmetric in the case of the double-well p
tential @15#.

The SNR is defined by SNR510log10(S/B) whereS and
B represent the values of the output power spectrum den
~PSD! at the peak and the base of the signal feature, res
tively @16#. The SNR against the coupling strengthJiB5J is
plotted in Fig. 2, which shows an optimized couplin
strength with which the SNR has a maximum around
coupling strengthJiB52.0. WhenJiB.6, the deterministic
noise background is very strong and there are many peak
the spectrum around the frequency of the signal; the pea
the signal is small and is hard to define. But the detect
ability of theW neuron is decreased within the strong ape
odic background. The interspike interval~ISI! histogram is

FIG. 1. The power spectrum density~PSD! of aW neuron de-
tecting a periodic information signalI s5A1sin2pft with
A150.42, which is slightly lower than the threshold value
A150.44,f536 Hz. TheW neuron is situated at a singleB neuron
with a stimulusI e53 and a coupling strength between these t
neuronsJ53.5. The vertical axis is in arbitrary units.~a! The syn-
aptic input to theW neuron from the output of a singleB neuron;
~b! the output of theW neuron in the absence of the informatio
signal; ~c! the output of theW neuron in the presence of the info
mation signal.
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shown in Fig. 3. The peaks are located at integer multiple
the period of input signalT528 ms up to 10 periods, and a
approximately exponential decaying of the heights of
peaks can also be seen in the inset in Fig. 3. We can
define a return map, a scatter plot of the intervald i11 versus
d i , with d i being the interval between thei th firing and
( i21)th firing ~not shown!. We have seen that the dots for
a lattice with intersections at integer multiples of the per
Ts of the interspike intervals, and a periodically modulat
firing of spikes of theW neuron. These results are in agre
ment with the experiments and numerical simulation~see
Ref. @17#, and references therein!.

B. Multineuron background

Next we take a number of coupled neurons as the ‘‘int
nal noise’’ background, say,N5500; i.e., 500 neurons
coupled together contribute a coherent oscillatory no
background to theW neuron. In order to model a more rea
istic situation of the neural system, we consider the glo
interaction strengthJi j to be not only excitatory with
Ji j.0, but also inhibitory withJi j,0. Actually, for the ex-

FIG. 2. The signal-to-noise ratio~SNR! against the coupling
strength. The synaptic input from:~a! a single neuron backgroun
with I e53 ~open square!; ~b! 500 coupled neurons background wi
the stimuli on theB neurons distributed in a range ofI i

eP@0,5#
~open triangle!.

FIG. 3. The ISI histogram of aW neuron with a synaptic inpu
from a single neuron background. The stimulus for theB neuron is
I e53 and the coupling strength equalsJ51.5 between theW neu-
ron and theB neuron. The inset shows the logarithmic numbers
events (M ) vs the ISI.
of

e
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-
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e
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citatory coupling, there is a positive excitatory postsynap
potential~EPSP!, while for the inhibitory coupling there is a
negative inhibitory postsynaptic potential~IPSP!. The spatial
and temporal summation of these synaptic potentials, EP
and IPSP, on a local neuron will result in firing or nonfirin
of spikes, which makes the neuron form a function. Thus,
coupling strengthJi j is assumed to be distributed in som
ranges, and its value is positive or negative at random.
simplicity, we setJiB as a coupling between thei th and the
W neuron ~first! with i52,3, . . . ,N. In the meantime, the
stimulus is kept asI i

e53.0 for all the neurons.
By making these considerations, we have performed

merical simulations as we did for the single neuron ba
ground. Figure 4 shows the stochastic resonance of theW
neuron and the internal noise background. We can see cle
that when the input signal is switched on there are so
peaks at the frequency of the signal and its harmonics,
the first peak is about two orders of magnitude high riding
the background@curve ~a!#. The internal noise backgroun
shows a broadband spectrum but there is a broad p
around 40 Hz@curve ~c!#. We have performed simulation
for different distributions of the coupling strengthJi j and
different values of the constant stimuliI i

e . We found that all
of them show the same feature of stochastic resonance.
the height of the main peak of the resonance is influenced
the value of the stimulus and the forms of the distribut
coupling strength. Especially, when the percentage of
inhibitory coupling h increases, the main peak decreas
For example, whenh.75%, the main peak due to the inpu
signal will disappear. However, with these different perce
ages, or different ratios between two kinds of couplings,
dynamics of the background itself is very complicated. W
will discuss this elsewhere.

For comparison with the result of the multineuron bac
ground and that of the single-neuron background, we cho
another procedure; we assume the stimuli to be rando
distributed in some range, say,I i

eP@0,5#, and keep the cou-
f

FIG. 4. The power spectrum density~PSD! of the output of a
W neuron situated in a multineuron background of 500 coup
neurons with a stimulusI i

e53 and the coupling strengthJi j distrib-
uted in a range of@21,10#. The vertical axis is logarithmic in
arbitrary units. ~a! The output with information input
I s5A1sin2pft with f536 Hz, A150.42; ~b! the output without
information input. The vertical value has been shifted with21; ~c!
the background input of a network of 500 coupled neurons to
W neuron. The vertical value has been shifted with22.
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7382 55WEI WANG AND Z. D. WANG
pling strength to be the same value for all neurons,Ji j5J.
Numerical simulation shows that the system exhibits
same phenomenon of stochastic resonance as that of the
tributed coupling strength shown in Fig. 4. The SNR is pl
ted in Fig. 2 with triangles. One can see that the SNR
slightly higher than that of the single-neuron backgrou
and the peak is shifted to a higher coupling strength ab
J54.0. For a coupling strengthJ.2.5 the multineuron back
ground makes theW neuron produce higher SNR than that
the single-neuron background; while forJ,2.5 theW neu-
ron has high SNR for the case of the single-neuron ba
ground. Obviously, this behavior results from the coher
oscillation between the neurons in the case of the multin
ron background. When the coupling strength is small,
B neurons have a weak coherent oscillation since some
rons have stimuliI i

e that are not in the nonlinear region o
2.9,I i

e,3.4 @13#. That is, some neurons will behave wi
the periodic firing of spikes, and the background show
weak synchronized chaos@13,18#. Therefore the SNR will be
small.

As a result of the stimulations shown above, we see
the SNR is nonzero in a large range of values of the coup
strength and different stimuli for theB neurons in both case
of the deterministic internal noise background. This gives
explanation for the experimental measurements that w
the external noise switches to zero the SNR still stands@5#.
In Ref. @19#, Douglass and Moss did an experimental stu
on the effect of the internal noise for the SNR. They fou
that by changing the acclimated temperature for the sam
there is a convex SNR versus the temperature. But, w
they plotted the SNR against the internal noise, they foun
monotonic increase in SNR with the noise intensity and, s
cifically, no maximum at an optimum noise intensity. Th
concluded that the convex SNR versus the temperature
not be interpreted as SR. As a matter of fact, this may re
from the fact that there is a decrease in the internal no
itself after it reaches a maximum as the temperature
creases. In order to see that our results shown in Fig. 2 c
from SR, we have calculated the average of the total inte
noise input ^j2& and its variances25^j2

2&2^j2&
2 with

j2(t)5N21( i51
N JiBSiB(t)5N21J( i51

N SiB(t) as a function
of the coupling strengthJ. In Fig. 5 we show the results. W
can see that there is a linear increase in the averaged n
^j2& and a cubic increase in the variances2 as the coupling
strength increases. In other words, the SNR will show
maximum if we plot it against̂j2& or s2. Therefore, we can
conclude that the SNR obtained in this work is a result of
SR, and our simulations show that the internal noise, a
herently cooperative oscillation, or a noncoherent chaotic
ing of spikes will cause the SR. As the number of neurons
the background increases, on one hand, the background
ports a coherent oscillation to theW neuron; the SNR peak
will shift to the region of high coupling strength on the oth
hand. But, 500 neurons is large enough for modeling a
case, and we have seen almost no difference for a simula
with 1000 neurons.

In Fig. 6~a!, we show the interspike interval~ISI! histo-
gram of a system of 500 coupled neurons with coupl
strengthJi j54 for all the neurons and distributed stimu
I i
eP@0,5#. The peaks are located at the integer multiples
e
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the period of input signalTs525 ms up to 6 periods, and
there is an approximately exponential decaying of
heights of peaks. The first peak~at nTs with n50) is due to
a recording procedure~ISI shorter than 2 ms should be omi
ted!, which will be neglected in the following discussion
From the inset in Fig. 6~a!, we can also see that the retu
map consists of a lattice with intersections at integer m
tiples of the signal period. The firing of theW neuron is
modulated by the periodic signal, but it is basically conce
trated within the first period (n51); i.e., the number of firing
events takes up to more than 80% for this peak. Actua
this dominant peak relates to the maximum of SNR. T
indicates that the firing of theW neuron is almost in syn-
chrony with the signal. Physically, it represents a resona
of the signal with the noise background in the system.

In Figs. 6~b! and 6~c!, we show the ISI histogram of a
W neuron in a background of 500 coupled neurons with
distributed coupling strengthJi jP@21,10# and stimuli
I i
e53 for the system in the absence and presence of the i
signal. In the absence of the input signal,A150, the ISI
shows a broad peak around 30 ms. This is due to the syna
input, which is a coherent oscillation with a broadband
low frequency@see curve (c) in Fig. 4#. The return map
shows a wide distribution of points at 30 ms@see Fig. 6~b!#.
However, the situation is different in the presence of t
periodic signal. The ISI has two narrow peaks at 25 and
ms, respectively@see Fig. 6~c!#. The first peak has about 20
spikes, which is larger than that of the first peak in Fig. 6~b!.
The return map also shows clusters at the intersections o
multiples of the period of the periodic signal. From these t
plots, Figs. 6~b! and 6~c!, we may conclude that the firing o
spikes of theW neuron could be modulated both by th
periodic signal and by the coherent oscillation in the ba
ground itself, but the modulation is stronger for the form
than for the latter one. Thus, it is reasonable that when
weak information signal is switched off, the spectrum of t
output is a noiselike background with a small peak abou
dB height aroundv532 Hz @see curve (b) in Fig. 4#. We

FIG. 5. The averagêj2& and the variances25^j2
2&2^j2&

2 of
the synaptic inputj2(t)5N21J( i51

N SiB(t) vs the coupling strength
J in the multineuron background of 500 coupled neurons with c
pling strengthJ and stimulated byI i

e distributed in a range of
@0,5#. ~a! ^j2& vs J ~open square!; ~b! s2 vs J ~open triangle!.
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have checked that if the number ofW neurons is increased
this peak will also increase slightly. That is, a network m
transfer the coherent oscillation or the stimulation inform
tion itself. We plan to report on this in detail elsewhere.

Finally, let us make a remark on our model and res
The internal noise considered in this work is due to the n
linear synaptic input from other neurons in the neural s
tem. It is controlled by the coupling strength or the stimul
Our motivation is to model the realistic situation of the ne
rons from a mechanism as follows. In experiments,
sample is acclimated at different temperatures~see Douglass
et al. in Ref. @5#!, or the sample is situated at different the
mal stimuli @20#. This may enable the neurons to form d
ferent synaptic strengths on other neurons, which make
change in the internal noise, while for the case of therm

FIG. 6. The ISI histogram of aW neuron situated in a multineu
ron background of 500 neurons with~a! a coupling strength
Ji j54 and a distributed stimuliI i

eP@0,5#; ~b! a stimulusI i
e53 and

distributed coupling strengthJi jP@21,10# in the absence of the
input signal;~c! the same as~b! but with the input signal. The inset
show the first return map, respectively.
-

t.
-
-
.
-
e

a
l

stimulus, the internal noise is a direct result of the firing
neurons, which are induced by the stimulus. Although for
real neurons the internal noise is a cooperative effect of v
ous sources and it may have a complicated connection w
number of parameters, such as the coupling strength, st
lus, and so on, our work presents a significant modeling
sult and provides an interpretation for the experiments. A
tually, Eq. ~1! could be presented as

dX

dt
5 f ~X,Y,Z!1A1sin2p f t1a1j1~ t !1a2j2~ t !, ~7!

where j1(t) is the external noise added to the system a
j2(t) is the internal noise. When the external noise is stro
the effect of the internal noise could be eliminated, andvice
versa. Generally, the external noise is taken as a Gaus
white noise. A mixed noise from two terms will also beha
basically as white noise when the intensity of external no
is larger than, or approximately equal to that of the inter
noise. Thus, the SNR will show a maximum that results fro
the SR as the intensity of the external noise increases. H
ever, whether there is a maximum in the figure of SN
against the intensity depends on the level of the inter
noise. In the model Eq.~1! or Eq. ~7!, the internal noise is
independent of the external input for theW neuron; it only
depends on the dynamics of the coupling neurons in
background. It is quite possible that the internal noise is la
enough compared with the external noise in some cases.
der these circumstances, the maximum may be exceeded
to the internal noise and the SNR only shows a decre
when the external noise increases from zero. Indeed, the
perimental measurements show such a behavior@19#.

From the discussion above, we know that there is a co
petition between the external noise and the internal no
and which noise dominates the influence depends on the
tensities of them. One important argument is that the liv
animal can use internal noise to perform information dete
ing ~if the information detecting process works through t
mechanism of stochastic resonance!. For example, if any one
animal is placed in a quiet environment without any exter
disturbance, experiments show that he can respond to
external information more sensitively.

IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, our results show that the neuron can de
a weak information signal in the absence of the exter
noise input. A deterministic chaotic firing~coherent or non-
coherent firing between neurons!, a kind of ‘‘internal noise,’’
can play the role of the external noise. By such internal s
aptic input a neuron behaves as stochastic resonance
shows a characteristic peak at the frequency of the in
signal. But the coherent oscillatory background may shift
optimized peak of SNR to the high coupling region, whi
makes the neuron fire more synchronously@13,18#. As a re-
sult, the information processing or computation may be r
resented or coded easier through such dynamical beha
@4–7,21#. Our results come to one point: the SR process s
works even when the external noise is zero. This may
plain the recent experimental measurements on the real
rons.
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